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I. Ter• of refereace of tile Co..tttee 

1. 'lbil is the ftnt report on the ICtivitiea of the Ec:oDomic Policy C......mttee The 
Committee wu let up under a. iepll'lle Council Decilion in ~ witb tbe CouacU 
'COIMqcace-decilion' of 18 Fetn.y 1974. Ita tilt is Pla.iiJ ID ... brilll llaltlbe 
bilbest poaible delree of COIMipllCe in lhort·tenn IDd iollllr-tii'ID eeclftOIIIic policy 
objecdwa and rellltl in the Conummity. 1be Council Decilion ...... up tbe CommiUee 
expreuly mentiona tbe tilowina tub: 

(i) llliltiDI in coordinltinl pnenl economic policiea; 

(H) emninina Member Stites' budiellrY policiel; 

(iii) PI'IPiriD8 medium-term economic policy 'lldion PfOII••n•' lftd monitoriJ1i their 
implementation. 

2. In CIDYiDI out ita. tub. tbe C"""Aiaitlllistl tbe Couaci1 Md tbe Cvr'nioa in 
quatioal relllint to ...... ecaDDIIIic polk:y. For tbil ........ iS diiMn opiaioaiiDd 
Jll'llnll fiPOl1l at the requ11t m the Council lad tbe Commjeelgn. thoulb allo on ita own 
initiltM. It 1110 perbml tllb under lpeci6c pro¥iliolll of COI!mlllity llw. 

3. BefOre 1974, tbere were tine IIPil8lC Committeel, punuq Cbe .... ~&be 
Sbort-term Ecoooca6c Potic)' Co-inee (ICt up in 1960), 1M U ' _..,.. Eooaomic 
Policy Committee (let up in 1964 ), lnd the BudietlrY Policy Comniaee ( 1110 Ill up in 
1964). 

The c:oezistence ~ tine ....-e CO"""i'M" opel'lldJII in tbe &dt ~ Jlllll'll ecooo.ic 
policy 1ec1 to CMr~~ppq IDd to dupticadoa m wort. llld tbere ,.... inrlmll coordinadon 
problem~ bCitwem .tbe Committeea. To avoid this. the dne Comitteel were meqed in 1974 
to fOrm tbe Econolllic Polic:f Committee. 

Vestiles of the three biller 1eP1Dte Committeea a ltill to be found in the reduced 
compolitkJIII ia wbicb the EcoDomic Policy Comn ''II IDII&I. Tbele a tbe rMuced 
'medium-term ecooomic policy' llld ...... y policy' ~. The reduced 'lbort· 
term ecoocaic policy' campolition doel not operate ll pre1111t. liace the C"""Di"ee'a 
abort-term eco.omic policy ii!IIX'IIIIIII&tiel, ~ ......... of the Comml"'oo'a 
Annuli Ecooomie lleport. blw Iince 1984 belli pedbrmed by the ComiiMiee itlelf. 

D. Slimy el tile adiritiel of tile eo..lttee 
... Its..-... ce., • ...._ iB 1915 

1. The fbc:ul of the Committee'• wort lilt ~ w. C!lwinllioon ~the IU'ateiY tor more 
~-ialtenlive IIO'Wtb. 1be nwliptjon of tbil 1011 1m11t be 11111 in a mec1ium-tenn 
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perspective. From this point of view, the Committee completed its analyses of the impor
tance of profitability for investment and economic growth and discussed in depth, as part of 
a wide-1'8llgins study of the flexibility of markets, the significance of labour markets for 
employment. In addition to this, it laid down the basic lines for its future work on the 
flexibility of goods and services markets, on which it will report at an appropriate time. 
Lastly, it had regular discussions on the development of the economic situation and on 
current topics in economic policy. 

The Committee held five meetings during the year, in February, May, July, October and 
November. The Committee also met informally in October, where it discussed some aspect 
of more employment-intensive arowth. 

2. In 1985 the reduced composition 'medium-term economic policy' beaan detailed work 
on the study on improving the operation of the markets for goods and services. The main 
task here is to describe the macroeconomic importance of greater flexibility in the goods 
markets. This .itx:ludes an analysis of the economic benefits to be expected at Community 
level from the establishment of a uniform internal market. In addition, supplementini and 
continuing the work of the main Committee and responding to the Annual Economic 
Report on a cooperative growth 8trateiY for more employment. the reduced composition 
'medium-term economic policy' initiated studies on certain technical and quantitative as
pects. These concern for instance the relationships between growth and employment (taking 
account of technological progress and sectoral differences), the relative costs of labour and 
capital and the scope for capital-labour substitution. 

The 'medium-term economic policy' composition held two meetinis, one in July and one in 
October. 

3. The reduced composition 'budgetary policy' focused, in line with existing legal provi
sions, primarily on questions concerning: 

(i) budgetary policy in the Member States with a view to the guidelines for public-sector 
budgets for the following year; 

(ii) the three-year financial forecasts for the Community budget; 

(iii) the maximum rate for the increase in non-obligatory expenditure of the Community 
budget of the forthcomina financial year. 

It also examined the medium-term trend of the public debt and debt servicinJ burden in the 
Member States. It intends to draw economic and budgetary policy conclusions from these 
analyses which could be taken into account in establishing the budgetary policy guidelines 
for 1987. 

The 'budgetary policy' composition met in April, June, September and December. 
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III. De main fields of action of the Committee 

1. As already mentioned, the question of more employment-creating growth was the 
central theme of the Committee's work this year. The results of its work were partly 
incorporated into the Commission's Annual Economic Report 1985-86, which puts forward 
a medium-term stratqy for more employment-creating growth. The aim of the strategy is, 
through balanced contributions from employers and unions, the governments of the Member 
States and the Community, to achieve stronger and more employment-creating growth in 
the medium term. 

The cornerstones of this cooperative stratqy are: 

(i) a moderate increase in real wages, so as further to improve the return to physical 
capital, and to shift the relative rewards to capital and labour towards a greater increase 
in employment; 

(ii) a use of available margins for flanking measures to support demand, insofar as this is 
necessary to secure a favourable investment climate; 

(iii) at the microeconomic level, an improvement in market flexibility. 

The Committee delivered an opinion on the draft Annual Economic Report which its 
Chairman presented to the Council on Economic and Fmancial Affairs in October (see 
Annex VI). 

2. With a view to the achievement of stronger and more employment-creating growth, the 
Committee dealt in depth with the role of the profitability of fixed capital (point 7) and of 
labour-market flexibility (point 8), and transmitted to the Council and the Commission 
reports on these issues. 

3. In its report 'Profitability and rate of return in the Community', (see Annex I) the 
Committee drew particular attention to the more pronounced decline in the return on 
capital in the Community than in the United States and to its repercussions for the Commu
nity economies. Although this decline appeared to have been arrested, the rate of return was 
still low compared with previous years and probably insufficient. In the Community the 
decline of return on capital was accompanied by a growing trend towards greater capital 
intensity and lower capital productivity. The report looked at the numerous reasons for these 
unfavourable developments and the economic policy measures that could rectifY the situation. 

4. In its progress report on 'Labour markets and employment' (see Annex II) the Com· 
mittee pointed out that its work in this field should be seen in the broader context of the 
efforts to foster the necessary structural change in the Community by making markets more 
adaptable. This meant greater flexibility not only of labour markets but also of product 
markets. A balanced approach in these areas would help in establishing the Community's 
internal market. More specifically, the progress report discussed the macroeconomic reasons 
for, and benefits of, improved labour-market Oexibility and listed the main areas of action 
and guidelines. 

The Committee wanted to make it clear that its thinking on labour-market Oexibility should 
not be regarded as an isolated recommendation. Therefore it drew up a comprehensive 
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propanune of work on the flexibility of product markets, and the first studies were started in 
the year under review. 

5. On a number of oc:casions, the Committee considered the economic situation in the 
Community and the budptary developments in the Member States. As preparation fOr the 
Council meeting in March 1985 on the adjustment of economic policy guidelines for the 
current year, it delivered an opinion in which it drew particular attention to the proaress 
made towards economic policy convergence and to the reduction in imbalances in Member 
States (see Annex V). 

With reprd to the Council meetina in July 1985 the Committee discussed Member States' 
budptary policy and its role in economic policy as a whole. At this, its second quarterly 
examination of the economic situation, the Council each year sets the fint quantitative 
guidelines for the central JOYCI1111lent budgets in the year ahead. The purpo1e of this 
procedure is for the Community's views to be li'Val early consideration durin& the prepara
tion of the central government budpts in the Member States. In its discuasions, the 
Committee IOide a pllticular point of supporting the continuation of the policy to eliminate 
internal and external imbalances. It felt that in general there was still very limited scope for 
bud&ets to support ec:onomic activity. 

6. In autumn 1985, the Committee delivered an opinion on the three-year financial 
forecasts 1986-88 for the Community budget in which it underscored the importance of 
financial forecasts for the Commission's medium-term stratesY and for the Council's deliber
ations on the budaet for the coming year. It also suuested a number of methodoloaical 
im~ts (see Annex III). It discussed its proposals on this with the relevant Commis
sion departments towards the end of the year. Aareement was reached on a number of 
important chanaes that should make for a noticeable improvement in the content, transpar
ency and silnificance of the forecasts. 

7. The Committee was consulted, as it is every year, conce~the determination ofthe 
maximum rate for the increase in non-obliptory expenditure 1 in the Community budcet for 
the year ahead (see Annex N concerning the maximum rate for 1986). 

After the European Council's adoption of the texts on 'Budaetary discipline' on 4 December 
1984, the determination becomes more important than hitherto, startina with the 1986 
bud&et. In particular, it is the opinion of the Council 2 that in future the increase in non
obliptory expenditure should no longer exceed the 'maximum rate'. 

1 Non-obliptory expenditure it 'expenditure other than that necesurily resultina from the Treaty or 
fiom IICts adopted in IICCIOrdlnc:e therewith'. The maximum rate is determined on the basil of the 
ewlution of the JfOIS domeltic product and of central gowmment expenditure in the individual 
Member States. 

z However, neither Parliunent nor the Commiuion conlider thernlelvea bound by the texts on 
'Budptary diiiCipline'. 
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Report to the Council and the Commission 
on profitability and rates of return in the Community 

(24 May 1985) 

I. Cover note by the Chairman 

Annex I 

Following a request by ECO/FIN, I attach a Report by the Economic Policy Committee 
(EPC) on relative profitability in the Community and the United States and its relationship 
to economic prospects. 

1. The results of the EPC work are set out in the attached report. Despite the difficulties in 
measuring the return on capital, in particular of comparing profit levels in different econo
mies, EPC has concluded that there has been a greater decline in the rate of profit in the 
Community than in the United States and that this has indeed contributed to the problems 
of the European economy. This decline appears to have been arrested but, by comparison 
with the past and with the United States, profitability is still low. and probably inadequate. 
Profitability has recovered more strongly in the United States, which helps to explain why 
investment has grown more rapidly than in the Community, despite high interest rates. 

2. Unlike experience in the United States, the fall in the rate of return on capital in the EC 
has been associated with a rise in the stock of capital required to produce a given output. 
Also in contrast to the United States where the ratio of capital to labour has changed only 
slightly, there has been a rise in the volume of capital used per employee in virtually all EC 
Member States. This suggests a secular decline in the efficiency o( investment in the 
Community. 

3. There are many reasons for these unfavourable trends and it is scarcely possible to 
disentangle their relative importance. Two oil price shocks, together with an increase in 
world commodity prices raised business costs. Economic policies designed to combat infla
tion squeezed cash flow and profits. The rise in real interest rates, arising in part from 
increased government borrowing, reduced, and in some cases eliminated, the differential 
between the return on physical assets and the cost of capital. Real wages did not adjust 
quickly to a changed economic environment. Real wage pressures were intensified by higher 
taxation. Technological factors may also have been important. 

4. Achieved profits are not a 'free standing' variable. They depend on a host of factors, 
including the level of aggregate real demand. The Community also needs to increase its rate 
of profit for a given level of demand. 

5. Improved expectations about future profitability would encourage more investment; 
currently there is little spare capacity in the European economy although unemployment 
remains high. But while more investment is necessary for more jobs, the extent to which it 
will achieve this aim depends on the degree of labour intensity involved. In the past high 
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real wages, and high non-wage labour costs coupled with generous incentives to investment 
may have encouraged excessive capital intensity. 

6. What can be done to improve matters? EPC suggests that the policy strategy should aim 
to: 

(a) establish a JliiCl'OeCOnomic strateaY which will: 
( i) help to ensure a stable economic environment; 

(ii) provide a clear framework within which wage negotiations can take place; 

(b) ensure a modest evolution of wqes. In present circumstances real wages should, for 
some years, increase somewhat less rapidly than productivity; 

(c) ensure that any increase in the burden of tax and social security contributions on 
companies is modest, and where possible to reduce it, provided that this does not 
increase the budgetary burden. This involves close control over social security expendi· 
ture; 

(d) maintain, or where appropriate, achieve a tax system which is broadly neutral as 
between factors of production. The danier of specific investment incentives is that they 
encour&~e capital intensive investment which provides few extra jobs. 

II. Iatredaetion to the Report 

I. The Economic Policy Committee in the autumn of 1983 was invited by the ECO/FIN 
Council to consider current problems of profitability in the European economy and to 
report back on its findinp. The Committee bas in the meantime had a number of discus
sions on the basis of material submitted by Member States and analyses prepared by the 
services of the Commission. 

2. The paper starts with a short review in Section III. of factors affecting the longer run 
trends on profitability, productivity and factor rewards. Section IV attempts to provide an 
assessment of the more immediate situation and prospects for profitability. This leads to a 
consideration in section V of whether in the light of the current recovery, there is a 
profitability problem now. A final conclusions section VI presents what are perceived to be 
the DYV<>r policy issues which emerae. 

Various tables and charts which are referred to in the text appear at the end of the paper. 

III. Trends over the lut two decades 

3. The profits perfonnance of an economy is the outcome of numerous factors. Whilst one 
can debate the extent of poor profitability in the European Community there can be no 
reasonable doubt that the trend decline is one of considerable significance. However, the 
precise causes and channels of intluence remain somewhat imperfectly understood. 

4. The two oil shocks together with the increase in world commodity prices raised busi· 
ness costs. Since real wases did not adjust appropriately, both company cash flows and 
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profits were squeezed. Gi~ the backpouncl of more restrictive national policiel, eapecially 
after the leCODd oil price shock. hilber eneqy costa coupled with enqy/capital comple
mentarity led to 1 filll in the return on capital. 1bia further depreued both productivity and 
profits in the enterprise sector. It is importlnt to rec:cJIDize a1lo that the more pnera1 
in1lationary environment helped to create 1 climate of uncertainty wbich reduced profit 
expectations. To this extent, the effects were IClf·relnforcina Iince fl.rml became more 
reluctant to undertake new investment projects in such an uncertain situation. 1bil experi
ence appears now to have been common 1:hrou8hout the economies of the Western World. 

S. Relatively lax monetary policies in the early se¥elltia followd by reltl'iciM danaDd 
policiet led to hilher nominal interelt rates. 1bele ldded to preaures on company finlnc:· 
ina. Cub flow and liquidity were aft'ected advene1y and compl11iel fouiJd tbemtelwl with 
telatively poor bllance sheets. 

6. Ancnher factor wu 8IIOCiated with the expansion of the public sector which tended to 
squeeze reaourcea IMilabl.e for private expenditures. An unwilJinpeu to finance public 
spendina by ldditionl1 tuition pliCOd c1aiml on the IUpply of I&Vinp, 10 rliliDI tbe COlt of 
capital to fl.rma. In cua wbere taxation wu railed real waae reailtance led to an increue in 
COlts and hence 1 squeeze on profits. 

7. 1be flilure of real WIPII to ad,jult quietly enouah to the weabniDI profitability situa
tion has a1lo been an important factor u alnlldy mentioned. In ldditioo to this lhorter run 
apect of the problem. there il 1 loapr run dimension of 1 continuial nature wbicb hal 
afl'ected the oblened trend decline in profitabillty. 

8. An analysis of thole ltatiltiCI1 iDdk:aton judled DlOit appropriate for purposes of 
com)Wilon sugeltl the followini broad conduliona: 

(i) The aroa rate of return on invested capital in the Community enterprise leCtor, 
meuurec:l at replacement cost, declinod conaiderably over the period 1960 to 1981 and 
sipific:antly more so than in the United States. Altboulh the rate of return on iiMited 
capital in the period 1960 to 1972 appears to blve t.en hilber in tbe Community than 
in the UDited States, the contrary now appem to be the cue. 

(ii) The decline noted is even more pronounced if one tlkea IC(l()Uilt of capital depreciation 
and ca1culatel net rates of return JlleiiUl'ed at replacement COlt. 

(iii) The filll in the rate of return appears to have been IIIOCiated with a rile in the stock of 
capital required to produce a unit of output, thus implyina a decline in the awaae 
productivity of capital. 

( iv) Rail compelllation per employee over the whole period 1960-81 inc:reued subltan
ti.ny in the Conununity. Moreover, this eccelention wu much falter than that wbich 
occurred in the United States. 

(v) There hu been a lteldy rile in the wlumc of capital used per employee in virtually all 
Community countries, wbereu in the United States the ratio of capital to labour 
appem to have chanpd relatively little. Further, tbil inc:reale appell'l to have been 
auociated with the rile in labour rewards relative to the rewards to capital. 
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(vi) There are some indications that post-tax profits on equity capital have declined consid· 
erably less than bas the Jl'OII return on invested capital. It is likely that the various 
kinds of incentives to investment together with loan interest subsidies available in most 
countries have been a contributina factor. 

(vii) All of the above suaests that the aarepte efficiency of fixed investment in the 
Community has been declinina for some considerable time. 

9. In making these judplents and comparisons, the Committee considered a wide ranae 
of alternative statistical indicators of profits performance. Other statistical measures IUCh as 
the share of lfOI8 profits in the money national income, or conventionally calculated 
company profits at historic cost may show a dift'erent picture of events. These alternatives 
however, do suft'er from certain limitations and for the purposes here the Committee favours 
what is perhaps the most widely used measure of profitability namely, the grou and net 
returns on capital at replacement cost. 1

• 
2 

IV. Recent developments 

10. Currently: 

(i) The most recent profitability indicators are subject inevitably to a certain deJree of 
uncertainty. The general liquidity position of the enterprise sector in the four larJest 
Community countries suaests. however, that a considerable recovery has occurred from 
the trouah in 1981. A similar profile is observed for the United States althouah the 
upturn occurred from the middle of 1982. This improvement is estimated to have 
continued throuah 1984 and with a relatively optimistic projection for 1985. Graph 1 
suaeats that the share· of Jl'OII profits in money output should, by 1984, have reached 
the level observed in the years immediately before the first oil price shock. This increase 
in the profit share, however, does not imply that the rate of return on invested capital 
has reached a satisfactory level. 

(ii) Tables 3 and 4 taken with Graph 2 present a picture of an unchanaed le_vel, or at best, a 
modest improvement in the rate of return on invested capital in 1983 and 1984 at the 
wider Community level. 3 There appears to have been a more noticeable improvement 
in the United States. Even tho\llh the rate of capacity utilization in the Community 

1 The historic cost profit measure tlkea no account of the efl'ects of inflation in valuina the current 
worth of a bulinea. Thus in timea of rilinl prices it will tend to understate the tnJe decline in the 
rate of return on capital. 
The factor lhue indicator IUft'en from an important limitation in the current context: namely that it 
can remain broadly constant bccaUie a decline in the rate of return is ofliet by a rise in the capital 
output ratio (fill in the productivity of capital). This can be seen from the identity: 
Oroa profits • Oroa profits x Capital ltOCk 

Output Capital stock Output 
2 Greater detail on both the concepti and data has been made available by services of the Commis· 

lion in E1110P«111 Economy, July 1984, No 20, 'Profitability, relltM flctor prices and capital/labour 
IIUbltitution in the Community, the United State. and Japan, 1960·83'. 
There are, howeYer, lle\'efe meuurement problems aft'ectina the capjtallltoc:k. In particular, the low 
rate of return in recent )'eU'I could be due in part to an over-estimation of capital lltoc:k bec:aUie of 
an undereltimation of IICI'appina. · 

3 Due to the rclltiwly tarae impact on the Community rate of return calculation exerted by the 
imputation of labour income to aeJf-emplo~ the maqin of uncertainty in the fiJurea is rather Jarae. 
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bcpn to improve rapidly through 1984, the rate of return for that year remains far 
below that observed in the 1960s when the employment situation was relatively more 
favourable. · 

(iii) The rise in the share of profits in value-added in the Community has been associated 
with a pronounced slowdown in the rate of increase of the real product Wille as seen 
from Table 5. The real product wqe in the Community seems to have risen on average 
for the four years 1981 to 1985 by only 0.9%, somewhat more than halfthe increase in 
the United States, which relative to the period 1973/81 is a record of achievement. 
Real output per person employed in the Community is estimated to show an increase 
of close to 2% per year on average for the years 1981 to 1985. Thus, real unit labour 
costs in the Community may show a decline of 1% per year on average for the period 
(as compared to an increase of 0.4% per year in the United States and Japan). 

(iv) On the basis of a number of simplifYing assumptions it is possible to divide the growth 
of output per employee into that part which is due to the increase in capital per 
employee (capital deepening or labour savina) and a component which shows the 
increase in capital and labour productivity considered jointly. 1 Table 6 shows that at 
the Community level. for the period 1981 to 1985, output per employee is projected to 
grow at an annual average rate of about 2%. Nearly one half of this increase (0.8%) is 
accounted for by capital deepening of about the same rate as that in the period 1960· 
81. The contribution of total factor productivity is thus projected to be 1 %. One would 
normally expect that the recent and considerable slowdown in real Wille Jrowth would 
have led to an immediate improvement in profitability. However. the more or leas 
unchanged pace of capital deepening or labour saving has served to work in the 
opposite direction. This sugests that the recent and considerable slowdown in real 
waae growth has probably not yet been able to effect a sufficient improvement in the 
rate of return. Table 6 indicates that this capital deepening process is not to be found 
in the United States (at least not when measured. as done in Table 6, for the whole 
economy). This constitutes an additional explanation as to why the rate of return has 
improved more strongly there than in the Community. 

V. The adequacy of current profitablUty 

11. Given the recent recovery of profit shares, it may be asked whether in aeneral there 
still exists a 'profitability problem' in the Member States. While this is not a simple.question 
to answer. the broad assessment, at the level of the EC as a whole, is: 

(i) The profit share in national income has in many countries returned close to levels of a 
decade or two ago. 

(ii) But, importantly, the rate of return on invested capital has not improved and althouah 
the decline has to some extent been arrested the present level is low in absolute terms 
by historical lltandards. It is low in relation to interest rates which have risen consider· 
ably and may well remain hilh· Further it is low also relative to the position in the 
United States. 

1 Further explanation is Jiwn in European Economy, July 1984, No 20. 'Some aspects of industrial 
productiw performance in the European Community: An apprailal'. 
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(iii) This apparent conflict of evidence might be explained by an excessive pace of capital 
deepening or labour saving accumulation in the economy which may have contributed 
to the decline in the productivity of new investment. This could account for wby the 
rate of return has improwd so little. 

12. The broad conclusions of the Committee are: 

(i) In virtually all Community countries it is felt that profitability remains too low. There is 
still much ground to be recovered and in Denmark only do rates of return on capital 
invested seem to have now achieved an appropriate level. 

(ii) Some qualifications to the above are necessary in the case of: The Netherlands where 
outside of the natural ps sector the profitability problem, although recovering to some 
extent, has been acute; - Ireland where rates of return in the biller multinational 
companies are noticeable better than those in the domestic firms; - BeJaium where 
profitability in the more exposed sectors is particularly weak. 

(iii) In most countries, despite recent progress in Belgium and Denmark, the dominant 
structural cause is seen to be excessive real employment costs and the need to moder· 
ate the evolution in these. 

(iv) The structural profitability problem is thought to be at least as important as the current 
cyclical position. 

(v) In most countries the financial or balance sheet position of the enterprise sector has 
improwd considerably and in many instances might be considered satisfactory. Sipifi· 
cantly however, this has been achieved largely through the cutting back of company 
spending on investment and inventories. 

13. The Economic Policy Committee concludes therefore, that there does remain a profi· 
tability problem in that real rates of return are still too low. There is a deep seated need to 
ensure that real employment costs bear a more appiopriate relationship to productivity 
performance. The apparently favourable climate in financial terms has been obtained largely 
at the expense of reduclni real spending on new capacity. This does not in itself hold 
promise for the future growth of productive potential. 

VI. Some poliey issues 

f 4. The rate of profitability is not a final objective of economic policy. Its importance lies 
in its influence on the rate of in"Yestment, employment, and on economic activity in general. 
Those fOrecasters wbo were relying on a more conventional relationship between aarepte 
demand and investment may well have neglected the considerable improvement in the 
financial position of the enterprise sector as illustrated in Table 2. Hence the investment 
recowry was insufticiently foreseen. In addition, expectations of future profitability are at 
least as important as current profits in determining the investment and employment behavi· 
our of enterprises. This underlines the importance of the sustainability of policies influencing 
profits, as opposed to ephemeral financial incentiws. 
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Macroeconomic strategy,· wages and profits 

15. Demand expectations which depend in part on the balance of macroeconomic policies 
and wage evolutions are a 111JQor determinant of profitability expectations. Since the social 
partners are larJely responsible for settinl wage costs, the central tasks of public policy lie 
in: 

(a) setting a clear macroeconomic strategy within which the social partners shall negotiate; 

(b) seeking to enhance public understanding and consensus over how the coherence of 
macroeconomic policy and income trends can have favourable effects on employment 
and stability; 

(c) in present circumstances, and to the extent that profitability is still inadequate in much 
of the European economy, wage incomes should for some time increase in real terms 
somewhat less fast than productivity, or in some cases not increase at all; 

(d) where wage moderation not only reduces inflation to an acceptable rate, but also leaves 
the real economy unduly weak, macroeconomic policy should be such as to sustain 
aurepte nominal demand adequately. 

Investment incentives and the taxation of profitability 

The Committee has not undertaken an extensive review of this complex field, but draws 
attention to certain points. It is true that the profitability of enterprises may be helped either 
by tax allowances attached to investment (with possible differences in treatment by type of 
asset, sector and region) which lower the cost of capital, or reductions in the general level of 
income or profits tax. In the past, investment incentives have often been favoured because of 
the wish to pursue specific policy objectives like increasin& the rate of technological pro
gress, regional development, etc. The Committee notes some tendencies now in favour of 
securing a more neutral approach; lowerin& the general level of income and profit taxation, 
while simpl.ifYina and possibly reducinJ some more specific fiscal allowances, including 
investment incentives. The justification for this view is: 

(a) first, the concern over the excessive number, and complexity of specific tax concessions 
which for these very reasons can become self-defeating or difficult to evaluate in 
practice; 

(b) secondly, the evidence of perhaps excessive and almost certainly inefficient capital 
deepening, a symptom of which has been a decline in the marginal productivity of 
capital; 

(c) thirdly, the growing excess supply of labour, which makes fiscal measures favouring the 
use of capital rather than labour more difficult to justifY. 

Non-wage labour costs 

From the immediate standpoint of the enterprise, lower non-wage labour costs (social 
security charges, payroll taxes, implicit costs of labour market regulations, etc.) may be 
similar in effect to a lowerinJ of direct wage costs. However the complete economic effects 
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are different The counterpart to lower social security charaes on companies implies either 
reductions in social benefits, increases in other taxes, or increases in public borrowing. The 
Committee aumot in the present report 10 beyond the positions adopted in the Annual 
Economic Report on these extensive iuues. However the Committee notes that in acneral, 
non-wage costs haw been a partic:ularly large and inflexible part of the rise in total labour 
costs in the Community over the lut two decades, and Member States -arc reluctant to 
increase any of the ~ taxes. Reductions in impliat costs of labour market RIIJ]ations 
haw, of coune, no direct budietarY impfieations. 

One technique for auurnin& some flexibility in labour colts, and in safeauardinl apinst 
excessive swinp in income shares, lies in pay contracts whkh include a proit-related 
clement AmGa& industrializtd countries Japan appears to have aone furthest in exteDdina 
such schema to • much 11 30% of total employee remuncndion in the industrial sedDr. In 
Europe such schemes often exist only on a rather stua11 scale. The Committee baa not 
examined this question in detail, but it may warrant more attentioa. Such 81T1111el\tents may 
help achieve more constructive attitudes towards the role of profitability in the expansion of 
the economy and of employment in particular. 

16. The Committee's Opinion may be summed up as foUOWI: 

(i) The rate of return on inwlted capital, which is the most sianificant important indicator 
of profitability, declilled in the 1960s and 1970s in the Community. 

(ii) In the period 1981 to 1984 the rate of return in the Community as a whole appears to 
have remained more or leis constlat. Its present level is probably lower than adequate 
from the standpoint of fostering sufficiently strong inWIItmcnt, employment and eco
nomic powtb. 

(ill) Profitability has recovered more stroql.y in the United States, wbieb htlpa to aplain in 
part why investment tbere baa JL'OWI1 ewn more stroaalY despite the hilb rate of 
interest. 

(i") The profit~ of national income in tbc Community has to 101M deane .-oWl*~ 
its earlier level. Tbia however it not such a positive iadicator since it hit '*n 
UIOCiated with an increalina biu in the economy, to~ capia.l and a decline in the 
productivity of this factor. This may well constitute an important part of a structural 
explarumon u to why the l'llle of return has not ma..d so much and indicates 
clearly that the efficiency of investment in the Community hu been declininJ. 

(v) Since profits are an endopnous variable in the economy, they can be controlled only 
partly by dirwct policy action. The most imporant influences on profitability are the 
general stance of macroeconomic policy, the development of employment costs, prod
uctivity performance and the resultina dCJl'ee of competitivity. These were the subject 
of recommendations in the recent Annual Economic Report adopted by the Council. It 
should be recalled here that, since profitability remains inadequate in the Community, 
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wqe incomes should for some time increase somewhat less fast than productivity, or 
in some cases even not increase at all. 

(vi) There is some tendency in the Community now in favour of lowerinl the pnerallevel 
of income and profit taxation, while simplifYinl and pouibly reducin& specific filcal 
allowance&. 'Ibii tendency towards more eveo-bmdedMII! should be encourqed. 

(vii) Reductions in non-wqe labour costs may, from the enterprises' point of view be 
similar to lower direct wqe costs and be helpful to profitability and employment 
growth. There are, however, bud8etacy implications to consider. 

(viii) The further extension of profit-related elements in pay contn1et1 may be belp1W for the 
flexibility of labour costs. This may allo help achieve con1trUctive attitudel towards 
the role of profitability in the expansion of the economy and employment in particu
lar. 
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Table 1 

llee•t 1•1catora of tile slwe of ,roots Ia ltlcome 1 

D F I UK USA 

1977 21.8 13.4 25.6 15.2 8.7 
1978 22.4 13.3 26.1 15.3 8.9 
1979 22.2 13.3 27.9 16.9 8.1 
1980 20.7 12.9 28.3 14.6 6.7 
1981 19.9 12.4 25.6 13.8 6.4 
1982 20.4 12.5 25.5 14.2 5.2 
1983 21.7 13.3 25.0 15.7 6.8 
1981 I 20.1 12.1 26.9 12.9 6.8 

II 19.4 12.5 21.5 13.4 6.3 
m 20.1 12.5 24.6 14.2 6.5 
IV 19.8 12.4 23.5 14.6 6.1 

1982 I 20.1 12.9 29.3 12.7 5.3 
II 20.3 13.0 25.5 14.1 5.3 
m 20.5 12.0 22.4 14.7 5.3 
IV 20.5 12.2 25.4 15.3 4.9 

1983 I 21.2 13.1 25.6 15.0 5.6 
II 22.3 13.6 22.5 15.0 6.6 
m 21.3 13.1 23.7 16.4 7.3 
IV 21.8 13.4 21.9 16.3 7.6 

1984 I 21.5 14.5 25.5 17.1 7.8 
II 22.5 14.2 23.5 16.8 8.0 
m 22.7 23.8 17.3 

I Dtenltloal wry ...........,ly - COIIIIIriu l1ld ue s-entec~ 10 illullrale -' clcwlopmenla in pm811bllity in indMdull 
c:ountriel. 

s-•~ 
D: Wie!!rN1 ~- Oro. i111DM from~ l1ld -'til u a " of ONP at awtet prlca. Quarterly 8surU 

from llulldllllmt: -uy IIUalled cilia 011 - dellni1lonl. 
F: INBEE, 'Lu 1X11111M1 It ._..... lit 111111111 data. Oro. 11.-c1a1 1U1P1u1 or 11011·~~.-c~al Clllerprilel u a " or ODP. 

--oy IIIUuMcS ... ~data. 
I: l'roaiiMia cilia. Dlta 1om 1!112 ue moclol-limullted l1ld as-- lilt ~ lllrJ)lul of lbc pri'¥1UIICJor u a " of ODP 

atawtetpdeu. 
UK: CSO. Oro.~ proGta ofCXIIIIPIIIill u a" ofODP (income lllled), --.Dy llliulted llllionll accouull bull. 
USA: Surwy o/CIImlll flliMaa corporate prollta Iller 11DCk appndation l1ld dedul:tlon of C1Pit11 ~ u " or ONP 

-uy IIQullecl. 
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Table 2 

Ell..,..._ ............. -- (IUil4)1 

('ODD,., 6CU- J1 .... ) 

1911 1 " 1911 1 " 1913 1 " 1914 1 " .. 1915 

I. Groll w1uHdded I 191 9.1 1300 9.0 I 416 7.1 I 517 7.0 1623 

2. Compenudon or 
emplo)'lel 1S3 7.9 813 6.6 867 S.9 918 6.0 973 

3. Groll opentidl 
aurp~ua2 330 11.1 367 9.6 402 9.7 441 7.6 474 

4. Net property lllCl 
trlnlfer income -128 13.3 -14S -7.1 -134 9.9 -148 7.4 -1S9 

s. Dlrec:t tax• -4S 2l.S -S4 8.9 -59 4.4 -62 4.S -64 

6. Groll aavtna 
(•3+4-S) ISS 6.4 168 24.2 209 11.1 232 s.s lSI 

7. Net capitll 
trlnlfllrl recei¥ed 26 28.7 34 9.3 37 7.8 40 6.6 42 

8. Groll CIPital 
formation 243 S.9 258 3.9 267 12.6 301 11.6 336 

9. Net lendinl 
or borrowtna 
(•6-7+8) -S9 -5.3 -56 -60.5 -22 34.7 -30 43.1 -43 

I 0. Groll aavinl u 
" or 11011 value-
lidded 13.3 : 12.9 : 14.7 : 15.3 : IS.S 

II. Net lendina u 
" or aroa wtue-
added -s.o : -4.3 : -1.6 : -2.0 : -2.6 

I .... f:l cilia Ill' a.m.,, ...... hllr, B Uailld liDPal ---~ OCJrPCJD* B .-l._,aate 
....,..._ {110) ,._ cndlt i111111a111a (IWO) ,_ 1..-....,.... (ISO). 

2 a-..... 11 1 
... c 1 rthll rllllllllai'III.S C11 ertialllla4 _. rl illdlncl t1111 ... lllblldlll. 

s- cammiWc!e ...._ 
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Table 3 

GrtU rate of ret111a oa ._tell ea,.tal, eaterJr~Hs excl .. l81 llo•laa 1 

(CQltal 1tock ,.._. at ...,..._at c:e~t) 

B D F I NL UK 

1960-73 10.6 11.6 13.1 8.3 11.6 9.2 
1974 10.3 9.1 11.4 6.5 10.1 5.9 
1975 8.6 8.6 9.6 4.2 8.7 5.0 
1976 8.1 9.6 9.0 4.9 10.1 6.3 
1977 7.7 9.6 8.8 4.3 9.8 6.9 
1978 7.5 10.0 8.7 4.5 9.6 7.1 
1979 7.5 10.3 8.4 5.7 9.0 6.2 
1980 6.9 9.4 7.3 6.2 8.6 5.3 
1981 6.0 8.8 6.2 4.3 8.9 4.9 
1982 6.1 9.1 6.1 4.0 8.7 5.0 

f"J 

EUJl2 USA .llpon 

10.8 10.2 11.9 
8.6 8.6 8.8 
7.3 8.4 6.5 
7.8 8.8 6.1 
7.9 9.3 5.7 
8.0 9.4 6.3 
8.0 9.1 5.8 
7.3 8.3 5.8 
6.5 8.3 5.2 
6.5 7.4 4.8 

1 aro. QlllntiDI upiuiM "ol11011 c:apitm IIOck, impuled labour income ofllllf1111plo)W ..uned to be ICIIIIi to tbe per capita 
labour lacome of~. 

2 Wlill*d with GOP ll 1975 ~ ~ pulliel. 
Sowr:t DIW on bcbaltoltbe Minlllly of .Economic Aain (EC aYC11C- Collllllilllon Nn'k:el). 
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Table 4 

Net rate of rehra oa lm•tM ea,ltal, eate..,rlMI exel .. IDI IIOMIDI 
(ca,ltalstoek ... ••,.elatloa ........ at re,Jaeemeat ec~~t) 1 

B D F I NL 

1960 10.9 16.3 15.3 6.8 14.5 
1961 11.7 13.8 14.2 7.7 12.4 
1962 10.6 12.5 14.2 7.8 11.7 
1963 9.9 11.4 13.7 6.6 10.4 
1964 11.0 12.3 13.6 5.0 11.0 
1965 11.2 11.9 13.9 6.3 10.7 
1966 9.8 10.7 14.7 8.1 8.7 
1967 9.4 10.0 14.5 8.4 9.2 
1968 10.2 12.3 13.8 10.0 9.9 
1969 11.4 ll.5 14.0 11.9 10.0 
1970 12.3 11.0 14.3 9.0 8.7 
1971 11.2 9.9 13.6 5.1 7.4 
1972 11.6 9.6 14.5 6.1 8.1 
1973 12.3 8.9 14.1 5.3 9.1 
1974 10.4 7.3 11.0 3.9 7.8 
1975 7.6 7.0 9.4 0.3 5.6 
1976 7.2 8.2 7.6 1.4 1.9 
1971 6.4 8.6 7.3 0.5 1.0.5 
1978 6.2 9.1 7.1. 0.8 10.1 
1979 6.0 9.6 6.8 2.9 9.0 
1980 4.8 8.0 5.1 3.6 7.4 
1981 3.3 7.1 3.6 0.6 8.0 
1982 3.5 1.5 3.4 0.3 7.8 
1983 4.0 8.0 3.4 -0.2 8.0 
1984 4.0 8.3 3.4 0.0 9.0 

(") 

UK EUill USA 

11.4 12.9 7.2 
10.8 11.9 7.7 
9.1 11.1 9.4 
9.1 10.5 10.2 

10.2 10.6 10.6 
8.9 10.6 12.3 
7.7 10.3 13.0 
8.1 10.2 12.4 
8.0 11.0 11.7 
6.2 10.9 9.8 
4.6 9.9 1.5 
6.5 9.1 8.3 
5.6 9.2 9.1 
5.5 8.8 9.9 
2.2 6.6 7.4 
1.4 5.0 7.2 
3.5 5.1 7.8 
4.3 5.9 8.6 
4.5 6.0 8.5 
2.5 6.0 7.8 
2.2 5.2 7.0 
1.5 3.9 7.0 
1.7 3.9 5.6 
1.7 4.0 5.9 
1.7 4.2 6.0 

I Nil openlifta .urplul • " of lilt CIPilllltock BCiltdq bauliJtl, imputed llbour iDcome of 11111'-entployed ..mild 1D be ~ ID 
the per atplla iiiCOIIII of~ DlpncillloD on C1Pi111 II a--' ll ~ COil 

l Wlllblld lllinl ODP It 1975 pun:illllnt power plritlel. 

SOIIIU: DJW on bebiU' of lbl Mlnillry of Economic Al1ltln (EC amap - COIDIIIilllon ..W.). 
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Tillie S ............... 

B 
DK. 
D 
Olt 
F 
IRL 
I 
L 
NL 
UK. 

EUR. 10 

USA 
lapin 

·~ 
2 FOI'ICIIII. 

1973/1HO 
c-.> 

4.6 
3.6 
4.7 
S.8 
4.8 
4.0 
S.9 
3.3 
S.1 
3.0 

4.4 

2.1 
7.9 

1911/1973 
c-.> 

3.7 
1.6 
2.4 
4.1 
3.S 
3.9 
2.3 
3.0 
l.S 
0.9 

2.3 

o.s 
4.2 

1915/1911 1912 1913 c-.> 

1.0 0.6 1.2 
0.1 1.1 -0.6 
0.6 -0.3 o.s 
1.9 2.3 1.3 
1.0 0.9 0.7 
o.s -0.7 -o.o 
0.7 -0.3 0.8 
-0.2 -1.1 -0.9 
-0.4 0.1 1.7 
2.2 1.2 3.0 

0.9 0.4 1.1 

1.6 1.2 2.1 
4.0 3.3 2.S 

Noll: '1111 Nil pmcb:t Will II dlllllll • 111 J 1 Mh a per llllllkltw dlllltld by till GDP dllllor. 

s- lluiOIII&Iad CcaailllaG ...... 
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19141 1915 2 

1.2 0.8 
0.0 0.1 
1.4 0.8 
2.4 1.4 
1.2 1.1 
2.7 0.1 
2.0 0.4 
0.0 1.3 

-2.1 -1.2 
1.6 2.9 

1.2 1.0 

1.4 1.8 
2.8 2.9 



Table 6 

Total factor prMueth1ty and the capltal/laltour mix 
(% CMnlf) 

1973/1960 1981/1973 198Sfl981 

Germany 
Output per person employed 4.2 2.5 2.2 
of which attributable to: 
- total factor productivity 3.0 1.6 1.3 
- weilhted chanie in capital/labour ratio 1.2 1.1 1.0 

France 
Output per person employed 4.9 2.4 2.3 
of which attributable to: 
- total factor productivity 4.3 1.0 1.3 
- weiahted chanie in capital/labour ratio 0.6 1.4 0.9 

United Kingdom 
OUtput per person employed 2.8 1.0 2.6 
of which attributable to: 
- total factor productivity 2.2 0.0 2.4 
- weiahted change in capital/labour ratio 0.6 1.0 0.3 

EUR 10 
Output per person employed 4.4 1.9 1.9 
of which attributable to: 
- total factor productivity 3.5 1.2 1.2 
- weiahted change in capital/labour ratio 0.9 0.7 0.8 

United Sllltes of America 
Output per person employed 2.1 0.5 1.2 
of which attributable to: 
- total factor productivity 1.8 0.5 1.3 
- weiJhted change in capital/labour ratio 0.3 0.0 -0.1 

No"' The poWih of leal outJNt II ~ to colllilt of two pub: (a) that pmcollliltlna of the lfOWih of labour and capilli 
1npuU (b) 1 ICdmk:l1 PfOIRII clcment, often tcrmecl 10111 ficlor produciMty. Oiwa 1 COIMIItionalaareplc procluc:llon 
ftmctlon of the ~= 

V • A(t)F(K,L) 
where V Ia the lcYel of leal output, K and L the inpull of capilli and labour and A( I) the cll'ec:tl of dllemboclled tedmk:al 
~. we CUI UDder c:erll1n laJIIIPIIona ddne lfOWih of leal output per employee u 

Y•&+llk 
Y II the powth of output per emplo)'ll, 1 II the rate of poWih of 10111 ficlor pro4uc:tivlty, all the Ibm of ptOiill in lfOII 
clomelllc procluc:t and k II the lfOWih of capilli llock per employee. 

S~ Commlulon IICni-. 
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Graph 1 

Ele_.tl of tile a,ro,rlatloa 1ee0aat of eate..,rlles, 1 EUR 41 
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Progress report to the Council and the Commission 
on labour markets and employment 

(16 July 1985) 

Aonex II 

Introduction 

I. During the last few years, the labour market has seriously deteriorated in the Commu
nity. Some of the factors behind this are due to cyclical developments, others to more 
fundamental disequilibria, in particular rigidities in member countries' economies. 

Among these rigidities are particularly those affecting the labour market. The Economic 
Policy Committee, in this Report, sets out the macroeconomic need for greater labour 
market flexibility and the advantages which flow from it. This work forms an integral part of 
efforts designed to promote necessary structural change in the Community throuah a greater 
capacity to adapt on the part of markets. It is to be seen within the framework of a wider 
strategy for implementing a macroeconomic process leading to more employment-intensive 
growth. 

The main findinas 

2. A better functioning of the labour market is one important way of contributing to the 
objectives of macroeconomic policy, in particular to output and employment growth, within 
the framework of the fiscal and monetary policies currently being pursued by Member States. 

(a) There is evidence that labour markets are functioning inadequately in all the Member 
States; at the roots of this inefficiency are the measures implemented and behaviour 
introduced during a more favourable economic environment. Today in a period of 
slower growth and profound structural change, these factors act as rigidities and - if 
not corrected - may further worsen the employment situation. 

(b) The issue of labour market flexibility covers a wide range of factors including policy 
measures, institutional behaviour and social attitudes, which differ between Member 
States. Therefore there is no unique Community-wide policy approach to the problem, 
but the Community could and should give an impetus towards a solution if. at the level 
of Member States, the following elements were incorporated into a wider strategy: 
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(i) At the level of public authorities, remedies should, in particular, aim at: 

- an easing of regulations, not only in labour markets but elsewhere, whenever this 
can encourage creation of employment; 

- labour market conditions where retraining and mobility are encouraged; 



- a policy for educ:ation, job choice and professional trlinin& which is better 
adapted to market realities and desiped to promote the proficienciel llld 
qualifications neceuary for economic development in a period of structurll 
chanie. 

(ii) At the level of the two sides of industry, the objectives should include: 

- · an evolution of real waaes per bead which on IMl'IIC lhould pow slower than 
the expected powth in productivity for the period neceaary to repin equilib
rium; proaress hal already been made in this field; 

- waae atructure1 which are responsive to the development of new tecbnoloiY, 
new patterns of demand and new workiol methods; 

- areater flexibility in wqe dift'erentials 10 11 to adequltely reftect. iD each coun
try, r'Ciion and sector, the relative scarcities of dift'erent kinds of labour; 

- waae flexibility tuflk:ient to ensure both that wqe COitl are not 10 hilb u to 
result in exceuive de·rnannini.OO that cbqea in worldna time are ltrictly 
COlt neutral; 

- slower powth of non-wqe COlts, in J)ll1icular an alleviation or at leut a pause 
in the srowth of socialleCUrity burdens and of coat-increllini ncWationa: 

- the appropriate contrletual framework for detenninin& Wile structure~ and the 
orpnization of 'NOrk, both at the leYel of industrial BeCton and of individul1 
firma; 

- a nccotiatinl climate which respects the roles and mponaibilitiel of the t'NO 
aides of indultry. 1be aoc:ial dialolue lbould be widened to include new 11111, 

such 11, in particular, tecbnolOIY and the modernization of the economic bue, 
10 u to avoid the appearance of new riaiditiea. 

3. Better flmctioninl of labour markets is a neceuary- albeit not sufticient - condition 
for 8Cbievina ~r reductions in unemployment Greater flexibility in other nwbta ia 
equally important. Macroeconomic policy lhould be such aa to ODIIft 1hat peater flexibility 
in labour IDil'ketl il tnnsJateci into hilber real deiDIDCL 1bil il - coDiiltent with • policy 
framework deaiped to reduce inflation and contain intlationay preaures. The euct policy 
stance in each country II well II in the Community II a whole, should, of coune, take 
account of the lmlilable room for manoeuvre. 

Tile aature of the proWeiDI 

4. 1be perforrD~~JCe of the European economy deteriorated duriDi the 1970.; lfOWth 
slowed down and inflation accelerated. Demand IDIDI&ement u tbe main tool of economic 
policy proved iDcaplble of acbievinalevela of employment consiltent with reaonable price 
stability. While the fiscal and monetary policies of recent yean (llld in some countries 
incomel policies) have broulht down the rate of inflation, thef haft not yet reatored IOCillly 
acceptable le¥ell of employment It il clelr therefore that more hu to be done in other 
policy ..,.., and here the iaue of labour mlrket lexilliltty llllllda out. The NltOration of 
adequate flexibility both in labour market~ and IIIIo in product marbtl (which are some
times at the root of labour market riliditiel) is neceuary to repia fbll employment. 
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5. Studies have shown that there are rigidities in the labour market of all Member States. 
Measures implemented and behaviour introduced during more favourable periods of consid
erable economic growth act, in the present slow growth environment and important techno· 
logical changes, as a constraint on economic development. In consequence labour costs have 
risen faster than was warranted by general economic and entrepreneurial requirements: 
profitability has fallen and the level of unemployment has risen. During the last decade, the 
slowing of economic growth has made labour market rigidities in most Member States more 
apparent: moreover defensive reactions to internal and external economic changes has 
further increased these rigidities. 

6. Labour market rigidities have many aspects, in particular: 

(a) the overall level of wages has failed to adjust sufficiently, or quickly enough, to changes 
in the world economy, thus reducing the competitiveness of existing activities and the 
profitability of new ones; 

(b) at a time when it was particularly important for resources to shift from declining to 
growing sectors, the stickiness of wage differentials has become all the more apparent; 

(c) mobility between jobs and regions has declined when the need for such mobility has 
remained high; 

(d) in response to demands for improved social conditions, non-wage costs of employment 
arising from social security contributions. rules concerning the organization of work, 
costs of recruiting and shedding labour etc. have risen: 

(e) education and training have not responded sufficiently to the needs of industrial change 
and the demands of new technology. 

The macroeconomic need for flexibility 

7. In view of the competence of the Committee, this progress report concentrates on the 
general economic considerations of greater labour market flexibility. 

The economic objectives should include primarily: 

(a) sustained real growth, permitting increased employment: 

(b) an improvement in the profitability of firms, through a moderation in the costs of 
production and an increase in the productivity of capital; 

(c) more investment, especially in the sectors generating employment: 

(d) a better capacity by firms to adapt to the evolution of demand in the market; 

(e) improved use by firms of capital equipment allowing more flexible working time: 

(0 effective policies to maintain nominal demand consistent with low or falling inflation. 

8. These must be continuing objectives if markets are to retain their primacy in allocating 
resources efficiently in a changing world while providing a framework for innovation. 
Keeping labour costs down by shedding labour can only be one element in what should be a 
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wider process of economic adjustment and does not provide the complete solution required. 
The labour market needs to be sufficiently adaptable for workers to be absorbed quickly and 
effectively into new activities. This is partly a matter of costs (Wile and non·WIIe), partly a 
matter of flexibility in transferring from one job to another (hiring conditions, redundancy 
arrangements, geographical mobility, etc.) and partly a matter of training and retraining 
(both within firms and more generally). 

9. As new activities develop, purchasing power is shifted towards them. If domestic 
resources, including labour resources, are flexible, it will be easier to respond to these new 
opportunities otherwise this demand will be met by imports from more flexible areas of the 
world. If there is sufficient flexibility, innovation will not be stifled and technical changes can 
be more quickly translated into new products. These are the creative aspects of market 
flexibility which the economies of the Community urgently need to take advantage of in 
order to provide an internal stimulus to growth. The Community is not doomed to low 
growth and low employment, rather it should seize the opportunities provided by technolog· 
ical change so as not simply to experience its negative effects. 

10. The manifold aspects of labour market determinants and their overlapping with social 
factors mean that action to increase the flexibility of labour markets is above all a task to be 
undertaken at the level of Member States, but in order to foster the necessary flexibility in 
macroeconomic relations the Member States and the Community should encourage actions 
in the following areas. 

The most important fields of action 

Wages and flexibility 

11. Better labour market functioning would help to ensure that necessary changes in 
relative Wiles take place without upward pressure on the average \Wie. In addition, the 
evolution of real average WileS should be oriented primarily towards the general economic 
investment and employment requirements, for the period necessary to regain equilibrium. 
Neither incomes policies nor free bargaining subject to non-accommodating fiscal and 
monetary policies have been notably successful in achieving both these objectives. Incomes 
policies have often not allowed sufficient scope for changes in relative Wiles. Nor have they 
achieved lasting success in containing the growth of average earnings within the real re· 
sources available. Free market bargaining within a framework of non-accommodating fiscal 
and monetary policy may have allowed greater movement in relative earnings, but it has not 
achieved an adequate slowing down in the growth of average earnings. 

12. The necessity for labour markets to be flexible enough to allow above all real average 
Wiles to grow slower until a satisfactory equilibrium on the labour market is restored has 
been discussed above; it could be the case that this slower Wile growth would dampen the 
growth of aggregate demand and, in spite of the beneficial effects of the lower costs of 
employing extra labour, have an adverse overall effect on employment in the short term. 
However, in today's circumstances this would not occur if the company sector's propensity 
to spend is as high as that of the personal sector. Also industry will have greater incentive to 
develop new products and thereby create supplementary demand. From this it is reasonable 
to conclude that, in these conditions, Wile flexibility, in the form of a reduced share of 
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wages in the economy, would not jeopardize employment within the fiscal and monetary 
framework which Member States have adopted. 

13. Policies with respect to minimum wqes - workin& either throuah labour market 
regulations, lepl minimum wqes or through the effect of social security IUTIUlgements 
which effectively put a floor to wqes - have two counterparts. They reduce the ability of the 
labour market to achieve such differentiation in earnings as is necessary to employ low skill 
or part·time workers and tend to raise average earnings excessively. 

14. New initiatives in social dialosue may well be required to deal with the present 
situation. But they are unlikely to be successful unless they are accompanied by increased 
flexibility in relation to relative wqes. 

15. New forms of waae detenniDati.on may help to introduce greater waae flexibility, for 
example ~r profit lharing, more reliance on bonus payments. and possibly greater 
differentials between the payment of new and of established workers. 

Non-wqe costs as a souree of riaidity 

16. The costs of social security contributions have risen substantially in the last 10-15 
years in (all) Member States - although in recent years there has been some moderation. 
Such costs are an important element in the overall cost of employing labour either because 
they fall directly on employers or because their imposition on employees puts upward 
preuure on wqes. 

17. The scope for reducing social security contributions is, however, limited unless the 
growth of social security expenditure can be curtailed. The importance of reducing non· 
wage costs reinforces the need to ensure that social security expenditure. along with other 
public expenditure, should be carefully controlled. A more modest growth in wage costs 
should not be accompanied by faster increases in non·wqe costs, as for example could 
happen if wqe restraint were bought thf'OUih costly early retirement measures and increased 
pension charges. 

18. In the short term it may be possible to improve the prospects for employment by 
reducina the burden of taxation and social security contributions on firms. Where there is 
scope for cuttin& firms' costs, concentrating such reductions on social security contributions 
could be helpful in focuuina the initial effect of the reduction on the cost of employing 
labour. 

19. The consequences of labour market feiU}ations on the cost of employment are com· 
plex. Rules coi1Cei'I1ini recruitment and dismissal, orp.nization of work, etc., which were 
introduced during periods of high growth and labour shortages, can, in theory, either raise 
or reduce non·wqe labour costs. In practice, however, in a world of rapid technoloaical 
change and unpredictable external shocks, they seem, in general, to have raised costs. 
National differences in regulatory practices, and consequently in their effects on costs, are 
considerable. However, some easing of reautations in labour markets throulhout the Com· 
munity in order to reduce such costs could be helpful to competitiveness and to employ
ment. In any case, the addition of further regulations should be avoided in current circum· 
stances. 
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20. One area in which it is important to pay strict attention to the cost of reaulations 
concerns adjustments to working time. It is to be expected that economic growth will lead to 
cbanps in workiftl time; there are also pressures to reduce working time on the assumption 
that such reductions will reduce unemployment. If done on a strictly COlt neutral way, such 
reductions in worldni time can be welcomed. But if they raise costs, they will be counterpro
ductive, both as reprds income and employment growth. It is therefore important to achieve 
them in a decentralized way with a minimum of regulation, certainly without additional 
restrictions in the houn that individuals can work. Also. as noted above, it is important that 
early retirement does not increase social security burdens. 

Greater fte:xibllity and the 'produetivity paradox' 

21. Increases in productivity resulting solely from de-manning can have adverse economic 
effects by adding to unemployment, indeed the Community has suffered from this pheno
menum durin& the recent period of adjustment. Where increases in productivity are in this 
way directly associated with increases in unemploYment, this indicates generally that wqe 
(or non-wqe) costs per unit of labour input are too hiJh, relative to costs per unit of 
capital, for labour to be fully absorbed. Higher absorption could come about either through 
adjustment of individual processes of production to make them more labour intensive or, as 
is more likely, through an expansion in the proportion of relatively labour intensive output 
in total output, or thro\llh some combination of both. 

22. Productivity may be increased in other ways than through de-manning. Output may 
rise as a result of better orpnization of work, more flexible houn, greater ease in enaqing 
workm for limited periods. These effects may operate between industries; for example 
greater flexibility in retailing by giving customers more choice over when to do their 
shopping may enable more efficient organization of factory work. The electronic revolution 
offers increasinl scope for new workin& practices and for new ways of providinl,services. 
Labour markets must become more flexible to take advantqe of such changes. An easinl of 
regulations may have much to offer here. 

23. Training is vital for achieving increases in productivity; retraining is critical to 'trans
fol11lina' productivity in activities where demand is declinin& into productivity in ones where 
demand is expanding. Training and retraining increase the flexibility of the labour market. 
but they must be offered in a flexible way if they are to be as effective as possible. The 
relationship between the wages of trainees and trained work.m (is there a sufficient incentive 
on employers and employees to engage in training?) and the absence or presence of 
restrictive practices (do retrained workm have the same access to jobs as traditionally 
trained ones?) are crucial. If labour markets are producing inadequate differentials or allow
inl existina workers to use monopoly power, training and retraining will be inadequate. 

24. Adequate geoaraphical mobility - within the Community as well as within Member 
States - is clearly neceuary.Facilitating mobility through housing policies, development of 
social and educational infrastructure, standardized certification of qualifications for trained 
workers, etc., could have a role to play. 

Encourqiq structural chanae 

25. Resisting necessary structural change and maintaining rigidities is a form of internal 
protectionism in that resources are retained artificially in particular sectors. Rapid industrial 
and tecbnoloJical chan&e may appear painful for the labour market as old jobs cease to exist 
and workers are forced to move on to new jobs and skills. The temptation simply to resist 
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changes is very great. But change is not only inevitable, it is a ~or stimulus to growth. 
Therefore the costs of inflexibility are high. Protectionism, whether internal or external, is 
no answer to this problem as it will slow down the process of adjustment and tend to 
accelerate the structural difficulties. The so-called 'benefits' of protectionism are immediate 
and visible, while its costs are long-term and widely diffilsed. Although temporary protection 
may ease the process of transition or keep basically sound industries alive during a short 
period of hardship, experience shows that there is a strong danger that such temporary 
measures may tum out to last longer than strictly required, thus increasing rigidities and 
resulting in negative effects for the rest of the economy. 
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Opinion to the Council and the Commission 
on the three-year financial forecasts 1986-88 

for the Community budget 
(14 October 1985) 

Annex III 

I. In accordance with Council Decision No 70/244 of 21 April 1970, 1 the Commission, 
in order to place the Community budget within a framework of forward planning for several 
years, is required each year to draw up financial estimates for the three subsequent financial 
years 2 ·and to submit them to the Economic Policy Committee for its opinion. The main 
conclusions reached by the Committee at its meeting on 20 September are set out below. 

2. While acknowledging the difficulty in preparing multiannual forecasts at national level 
and especially at Community level, the Committee stressed the importance of such forecasts 
for the Commission's medium-term strategy and also for the Council's examination of the 
following year's budget. It also urged that the framework submitted to it be consistent with 
the medium-term macroeconomic forecasts. 

3. The Committee reiterated the importance it gives to budget discipline in the context of 
the presentation of the three-year forecasts. It took the view that the Community budget 
should fundamentally be in line with the general stance of budgetary policy in the Member 
States and that new items of Community expenditure should have as their counterpart the 
disappearance of, or a reduction in, certain items of national e~diture. The Committee 
noted that starting from the expenditure forecasts the margin remaining within the 1.4% 
value-added tax base is very small and will disappear on the slightest unfavourable change in 
determining factors. Moreover, the Committee would like some improvements to be made, 
both in method and procedure, in order to allow a better approach and to reduce the 
uncertainties inherent in numerical data and their interpretation. 

4. In regard to method, the Committee was pleased that the presentation of estimates has 
been improved somewhat in the light of its previous suggestions, for example by bringing 
out especially the costs of the past and by including a supplementary year of the past. 
Nevertheless, it takes the view that the forecasting exercise should be more transparent, 
should be able to draw on fuller information and should elaborate more on the figures used 
and on the underlying policies. So it considers it desirable: 

(i) to set out the incidence of enlargement; 

(ii) to indicate the extent to which figures reflect simple extrapolations, decisions already 
taken or measures in preparation; 

I OJ L 94, 28.4.1970. 
2 Three-year financial forecasts 1986-88, Extract from the Preliminary draft aeneral budget of the 

European Communities for the financial year 1986, Volume 7, COM(85) 175. 
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(iii) to elaborate variants; 

(iv) to give more infonnation on the incidence of the most important and most sensitive 
auumptions such as the evolution of the growth rate of GOP, the development in 
international trade, the dollar exchange rate and world agricultural prices; 

(v) to reintroduce the breakdown between compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure 
with the aim of pinpointing more clearly those items that allow some room for 
manoeuvre; 

(vi) to take into consideration in all tables the last two years preceding the actual three-year 
financial forecasts. 

Moreover, the Committee asked the Commission staff to take into account its observations 
on the time-lag between commitments and payments. 

5. With regard to procedure, the Committee would like to stress that pursuant to Council 
Decision of 21 April 1970, the examination of the following year's budget should be 
preceded by a discussion on the three-year forecasts. If the Council follows this procedure, it 
would involve the Committee examining the three-year financial forecasts in due time before 
the Council's meeting on the preliminary draft budget of the following year. 
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Aaaex IV 

Mu._..m rate of iiiCI'eale of tile 'aoa-oltllptory' ex..-itare 
of tile C...aaitles' ltllllpt fer 1916 

(2 .A,rU 1985) 

Information for the members of the Economic Policy Committee 

Pleue 1M* that, in the J.i&ht of the c:omment1 recci"t'ed from members of the Committee in 
written procedure doled on 28 March 1985, the mui!IMM!\ l'l&e oC increlle of the 'noo
ohlill'ory' expeudiblrel oCtbe Communities' budpt for 19&6 is 7.1". (lrithmeticll awrqe 
of columns (3) and (4)). 

The followina table shows the detaila of this result. 

GDP ... ~rll t117 ""1111 r'rn fer • ...,....._ of tile ........ ,..., 

l'llclnllp chqe 1914/1913 ......... 
Oullla Ia 001'1111913 

GOP GDP GDP for Cllllll lllllllar -- dlllllor Vl1ul IIMft'RM CllciuiiiiDI 
(a.nnt ..... ) EC-... 

(I) (l) (3) (4) (5) 

8 1.7 5.4 7.1 4.8 3.5 
DK 4.3 5.7 10.3 1.1 2.5 
D 2.6 1.9 4.5 2.5 28.4 
GR 2.4 19.1 22.0 26.3 1.5 
F 2.0 6.9 9.0 I.S 22.5 
IRL 3.7 6.6 10.5 9.2 0.8 
I 2.8 10.5 13.6 10.6 15.3 
L 2.4 5.9 8.4 -2.8 0.2 
NL 2.2 3.2 5.4 5.0 5.7 
UK 2.3 4.1 6.6 5.2 19.6 ... 
EUR 10 2.4 5.4 7.9 6.2 100.0 
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Statement prepared by the Chairman 
of the Economic Policy Committee 

for the ECO/FIN Council of 11 March 1985 
on the economic situation in the Community 

Annex V 

1. The Economic Policy Committee (EPC) discussed the economic situation at its meet
ing in February. As to its assessment of the position, it felt that the situation - with one 
exception - was considerably better than it appeared a couple of years before. World trade 
was growing and the growth seemed likely to continue. Economic growth had been strong 
in the United States and growth was likely to persist. The uncertainty concerning the 
position of the US dollar was exercising a negative influence but so far this had not 
prevented economic upturn. 

2. In Europe, output is rising, inflation is converging at lower levels. Despite the gyrations 
of the US dollar, there has been exchange rate stability inside the EMS. There has been a 
significant improvement in the position of the public finances in most Member States. 
Supply side policies are having beneficial effects. Profitability has risen from low levels and is 
continuing to improve. The EPC will report to ECO/FIN in the coming months on the 
adequacy of this movement. 

3. Set against these encouraging signs, there is of course the gloomy employment situation. 
Employment losses have given place to greater stability and in some Member States employ
ment is growing. But this is not having a significant effect on unemployment because the 
labour participation rate - at least in some countries - is still rising. The unemployment 
position for the Community as a whole is still very worrying - although in the Federal 
Republic a downward trend seems to be emerging. 

4. The EPC was not sanguine about what could be done to improve the employment 
situation quickly - although action on this front is clearly a priority. The scope for fiscal 
policy is very small. As inflation falls, there will be greater stimulus to output within a pre
determined monetary and fiscal policy framework. But while the reduction of inflation will in 
this way be directly beneficial to output, the process is not something to be stimulated 
artificially. To do that would risk losing the gains already made. 

5. This suggests that the main emphasis in employment policies should be directed to
wards the labour market. Real wages need to be more realistic and labour markets need to 
be more flexible. The position varies between Member States. In some - from an economic 
point of view - real wages are still too high to give adequate stimulus to a growth in 
employment. In other Member States, it is necessary to ensure that while real wages grow, 
they grow at a lower rate than the growth of productivity. These issues were set out in the 
Annual Report which stresses the importance of a modest evolution of real wages. 

6. It is sometimes argued that lower real wages can also have a negative influence on 
employment through their effects on demand. On the other hand, lower wages, by reducing 
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costs and prices, can stimulate output. It is interesting to note in this context work done by 
the Commission, published in the Annual Economic Review, and discussed in the EPC 
before Christmas. This suggested that a more modest evolution of waaes would, in many 
cases, stimulate demand even when the fiscal and monetary stance was uncharJaed. In 
addition to these demand effects, lower real wages would also enc:ount~e the substitution of 
labour for other factors of production. This substitution should, in the lonaer term, do much 
to improve employment prospects. 

7. The need for greater flexibility in labour markets is still not fully appreciated. Greater 
understandina of it is vital if progress is to be made in a socially cohesive way. Dialogue with 
the social partners can have a role to play in this and we in the EPC are enpaed in this 
process in a modest way. But our experience so far suaests the road may be a lona one and 
also that discussion of labour market flexibility should be linked with discussion of greater 
flexibility in other areas. 

8. In conclusion, the EPC discussion pointed towards action concentrated on the labour 
markets and thus parallels important elements in the Commission's Communication. 
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Annex VI 

Statement by the Chairman of the Economic Policy Committee 
to the ECO/FIN Council 

on the Annual Economic Report 1985-86 
(28 October 1985) 

The Economic Policy Committee (EPC) discussed the Annual Economic Report in draft. 
The Report has not chanaed in substance since then, altho\llh an introduction and summary 
have been added. The EPC asked me to report their conclusions to ECO/flN. 

I. General u,eets 

(i) The Committee welcomes the Report's basic approach and objectives. It sets out the 
elements of and conditions for more employment-creating growth and takes more account 
than earlier Reports of dialogue and social acceptability. 

(ii) Although the Report contains a number of new elements, particularly the realization 
and mutual coordination of various steps and measures to achieve more employment and 
growth, it can be regarded as a continuation or development of the strategy which the 
Member States are already following. It takes account of the outcome of the Committee's 
work on a variety of subjects such as profitability, labour costs. labour markets and employ
ment and protectionism. 

(iii) The possible results of the proposed cooperative growth stratqy set out in the report 
are in the Committee's view to be interpreted as illustrating the direction of a possible 
development, rather than as setting an objective - especially since extremely favourable 
conditions were assumed in the calculations. 

II. Tile vuious elements of the strateay 

( i) Monetary policy 

The Committee shared the Commissions' view that monetary policy should continue to 
promote domestic price stability and greater exchange rate stability. 

( ii) Profitability and factor prices 

There was agreement that a further increase in the profitability of capital was necessary for 
greater growth of investment and employment. Specific investment incentives would not be a 
good tool. In order to counter the tendency towards greater capital deepening and the 
shedding of labour, there is a need for change in the evolution of relative prices of labour 
and capital; labour costs should fall in relation to the rewards from new investment. 
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(iii) Real wages and labour market flexibility 

The Committee confirmed the importance of a moderate evolution of real wages and greater 
labour market flexibility. It advocated that real wages per head should on average grow 
slower than the rise in productivity and that wage and salary structures be adjusted in order 
to correspond more closely to the level of skills and sectoral and regional requirements. The 
EPC has been studying labour market flexibility as part of its work on market flexibility and 
has sent a first report to ECO/F1N. This separate report underscores the importance which 
the EPC attaches to the need to achieve greater flexibility in the labour market as a 
necessary condition for a return to full employment. I think this work is important and 
ECO/F1N might find it useful to discuss our report at a later meeting. 

(iv) The role of demand 

The Committee wishes to distinguish between a demand boost - where demand leads 
supply - and demand support where demand follows supply. An isolated demand boost 
would, as argued in the Annual report, run the risk of becoming counter-productive and 
leading to accelerating inflation without contributing to a lasting increase in employment. 
But to be effective, increases in supply need to be paralleled by increases in real demand. 
Governments will want to assure economic agents that such increases will take place -
generally through the working of markets. Where markets work effectively, a moderate 
evolution of wages, higher profitability and lower interest rates may, of themselves, trigger 
adequate demand for investment and employment. But this will not always happen and 
governments may find they have to take action to maintain levels of demand. There are 
problems of timing, as market processes will inevitably take time. Also much will depend on 
the circumstances in individual Member States. 

(v) Budgetary policy 

There was agreement that in considering demand support, the medium-term consolidation 
objective should not be called into question. If public investment were used to provide 
support, profitability considerations should remain the main criterion. If tax cuts were used, 
regard should particularly be paid to their incentive effects on economic performance, and 
their contribution to a better evolution of relative factor prices as well as to their effect on 
demand. 

(vi) Cooperative strategies 

Some members felt that in pursuing cooperative strategies, account should be taken of the 
need to promote flexibility and to strengthen the role of markets. In some cases this could 
involve strengthening the position of individuals against institutions. It would be counter
productive to add to the market power of dominant groups, especially, but not exclusively, 
in labour markets. Those with jobs may, by achieving excessive wages, damage the employ
ment prospects of others. 
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(vii) Action step by step 

(a) The parallelism of measures and commitments 

Some members pointed out that their governments could not take measures solely on the 
basis of declarations of intent or commitments on the part of management and unions. They 
therefore argued that agreements should be equally binding for all. Pledge should be 
matched with pledge and action with action. 

(b) The timing of steps 

There was agreement that any individual steps should be carried out within a medium-term 
framework, but that a degree of flexibility should also be retained so that in each case an 
appropriate reaction to changing conditions would be possible. Longer-term commitments 
might stand in the way of this. But there was a balance to be struck; flexibility should not 
effect credibility. 

Conclusion 

Finally, the Economic Policy Committee is able to commend the broad approach set out in 
the Commission's Annual Report. All in all, the Report contains a clear message and a 
balanced presentation of the proposed strategy's elements and implications. It provides a 
good foundation for a fruitful dialogue with economic agents on the many elements neces
sary for an 'employment-creating adjustment phase' to be successful. 
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